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Star Galaxy
The Galaxy cushion combines multi-cellular air technology with a patented, contoured 
design, which supports specific areas and fits the anatomical form.

Unique shaped cells
The Galaxy cushion has uniquely anatomically shaped cells that provides immediate immersion and envelops around 
the user’s body structure. The Galaxy cushion is also divided into two separate compartments, one in the front and 
one in the back, to enhance the pressure redistributing qualities.

Star Galaxy cushions come complete with a fitted cover, hand pump, manual and repair kit.

Galaxy - 2 chambers

36 x 36 cm ESGXY1414-2F

36 x 41 cm ESGXY1416-2F

41 x 36 cm ESGXY1614-2F

41 x 41 cm ESGXY1616-2F

41 x 46 cm ESGXY1618-2F

46 x 41 cm ESGXY1816-2F

46 x 46cm ESGXY1818-2F

46 x 51 cm ESGXY1820-2F

51 x 41 cm ESGXY2016-2F

51 x 46 cm ESGXY2018-2F

51 x 51 cm ESGXY2020-2F

User weight
No limits as long as the correct sized cushion is used for the user. 

Material cushion 
High quality latex free gold coloured neoprene. Adaptable and flame resistant.

Material, cover 
Top: 92% Polyester, 8% Spandex Sides: 3mm Black Stretch Spacer Bottom: PU anti-slip 
Flame resistant. 

Incontinence cover
Top & sides: 78% Nylon 22%  Spandex covered with a Polyurethane film.  
Bottom: PU anti-slip. Flame resistant.

Cleaning
Cushion Cleaning: Hand wash with soap, baking soda, or vinegar. For disinfection,  
use 70% disinfectant solution. 

37°

Cover Cleaning: Machine wash 60º C, no bleach.

60°
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Features

Accessory

Immediate stability
Galaxy pre-contoured air cells ensure 
immediate stability. The large rear cells 
provide a sturdy support for users with  
gluteal muscle atrophy. 

Pressure free coccyx
Galaxy middle rear air cells are designed to 
offload the coccyx. Perfect for pain sensitive 
users who want to improve their sitting 
tolerance.  

Immersion and envelopment
The air cells are pre-contoured for a 
symmetrical position that envelops the 
body structure. This reduces the risk for 
tissue deformation and provides very good 
pressure redistribution properties. Perfect for 
prevention and care of pressure ulcers.

Two compartments  
Adjustable front to back
Adjusting the air to lower the pressure under 
the ischial tuberosities, while keeping a higher 
pressure at front under the thighs, will maximize 
the stability and help facilitate side transfer. 

Incontinence cover
Smooth and 4-way strech.  Breathable.

How to adjust the air pressure

•Inflate the cushion.

•Position the user on the cushion.

•Let air out.

•Hand check, 2–3 cm distance between the cushion 
bottom and the user's buttocks.

•With asymmetry, always check the lowest side first.

•If necessary, more air can be inflated with the user 
positioned on the cushion.
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“Everyone should be able to live a free and independent life 
and pursue their dreams regardless of any physical circumstances”

For the latest news and continuously updated 
product information – visit: www.etac.com

The seated position is highly dependent on the seat surface. Good pressure redistribution  
and shape is important to create comfort and improve sitting tolerance over time. Air cell cushions  
have proven to be the best alternative. Star´s unique air cell design also provides the best stability,  

which is essential to obtain postural control and enable activity. 
We call it Ability Based SeatingTM.
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